Graduates planning to continue their education give UCenter-Maui as the place most plan to go (37). (see "All" bar)

Fewer plan to attend UH Manoa (19).

Going to Other colleges (17) is almost as prevalent as going to UH Manoa (19).

UH-Hilo (10) and UH-West Oahu (4) receive graduates in smaller numbers.

LibArts students (26) plan to transfer in smaller numbers than do Career students (46). (See bar for Career taller than LibArts)

LibArts students prefer transferring to UH-Manoa (14); but another 19 will transfer elsewhere.

Career students prefer transferring to UCenter-Maui (29) and Other (12), and in smaller numbers to Manoa (4), Hilo (4), West Oahu (4), and other (4).

Survey was administered to MCC graduates at Commencement, May 2004.